
NHS CHEER SQUAD CHOICE FORM
Choose one of the following squads. Parent and candidate must sign the acknowledgement information
below.

CHOOSE ONE: PLACE AN X IN THE BOX.

❏ BOTH JV or VARSITY (Willing to make either squad; Freshman-Juniors)

❏ JV ONLY (If “JV Only” is chosen and the candidate’s score is ranked within the varsity

range, the candidate will be placed on the JV squad, and the next eligible scoring

candidate will be placed on Varsity. Freshman-Juniors)

❏ VARSITY ONLY (If “Varsity Only” is chosen and the candidate is NOT ranked within

the varsity range, the candidate will NOT make cheerleader at all. Freshmen-Seniors)

I, ______________________________________, have read and understand the
Candidate Name (Please PRINT)

Squad Decision Form procedures. I realize the implications my decision can have on making the
cheer squad at Norris High School for the 2021-2022 school year. I agree to uphold the Cheer
Constitution guidelines and expectations regardless of which squad I make.

_____________________________________ ______________
Candidate Signature Date

I, ______________________________________, have read and understand the Squad
Parent Name (Please PRINT)

Decision Form procedures. I realize the implications this decision can have on my student
making the cheer squad at Norris School for the 2021-2022 school year. I agree to uphold the
NHS Cheer Constitution guidelines and expectations regardless of which squad my student
makes.

______________________________________ ______________

Parent Signature Date

Please turn in any required forms by 6:30am on March 15th. Forms may be turned in via email, given to the MS or
HS Offices, or delivered in person to Coach Clement or Coach Krings.



2021-2022 NHS Cheer Contract

Participating in NHS cheerleading is a privilege, not a right. In order for the cheerleader to retain this
privilege, the policies and procedures contained in the district and school constitution must be adhered to
in the spirit of discipline, education, and overall goals and objectives of the individual high school
cheerleading organization. The policies and enforcement procedures will be administered accordingly.
The rules, regulations, and policies are all outlined in the NHS Cheer Constitution.

I, ________________________________, will do my best as a cheerleader to always set a
positive example for NHS and my high school student body. I plan to follow the rules set forth in
the Cheer Constitution and understand the consequences if I fail to adhere to the rules and
regulations. I will commit myself to attending all practices, games, fundraisers, and
performances. I will always strive to have a positive attitude. I will respect my coaches,
captain(s), and fellow squad members at all times. I have read the NHS Cheer Constitution and
am aware of the expectations as a cheerleader. I am agreeing to the information in the packet and
understand that failure to adhere to these rules and policies could result in dismissal from the
squad.

__________________________________________________ _________
Candidate Signature Date

I, __________________________________, have read the NHS Cheer Constitution and am
fully aware of the time, expense, and discipline that membership would include for my child. I
understand and agree to abide by all provisions of the NHS Cheer Constitution. I further stipulate
that I will assist the coaches and my child’s high school in the monitoring and enforcement of the
constitution policies and procedures. I have read and discussed with my child the guidelines, and
I understand the responsibilities and commitment of being a cheerleader. I also understand the
role I must assume as a parent of a cheerleader, and I will assist in every way to see that the rules
and regulations are enforced. I will do my best to support the coaches and administration in
decisions made throughout the season. I understand that every attempt will be made to properly
supervise all activities to prevent any accidents or injuries. I am completely aware of the
financial responsibilities that come along with this commitment and understand that there will be
penalties if financial responsibilities are not met. I do hereby give my consent and support for
my child to participate in tryouts and, if selected, to be a cheerleader at Norris High School for
the upcoming season.

__________________________________________________ _________
Guardian Signature Date

Please turn in any required forms by 6:30am on March 15th. Forms may be turned in via email, given to the MS or
HS Offices, or delivered in person to Coach Clement or Coach Krings.


